DISCOVER THE AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE OF ORVIETO ON

HI, I'M ANNA!
Orvieto is a family-friendly city.
Hear the stories told by Anna,
our little mascot in augmented reality
that you will find on the multimedia and
interactive pedestrian tourist signs in the historic
center.
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To make it come alive, download the Linkar app
for iOs and Android and scan it
with your smartphone.

DISCOVER
PLAN
VISIT

AN ACCESSIBLE CITY
AT YOUR SMARTPHONE

TURN YOUR PHOTO
IN A REAL POSTCARD!

Orvieto is an innovative city. Scanning
with the smartphone the qr code
on the interactive tourist pedestrian signs
you will have access to the info
on the monuments of the city,
on hospitality and a digital library
where you can download
your favorite ebooks for free.

How long have you not been sending a real postcard?
Now you can do it from your smartphone, by choosing a photo of you
to amaze whoever you want all over the world!
Live Orvieto and Pemcards take care of printing it, sending it
and deliver it for you!

LISTEN THE
ITALIAN / ENGLISH
AUDIOGUIDES
WATCH THE VIDEO
GUIDE LIS

CARTA UNICA, THE KEY TO THE CITY
Access to museums, monuments, places of art and exclusive discounts, all
in one card: the frescoes by Signorelli, the treasures of Opera del Duomo
Museum, Well of Saint Patrick, National Archaeological Museum,
Necropolis of Crocifisso del Tufo, "Claudio Faina" Etruscan Museum,
Orvieto Underground, Pozzo della Cava and Torre del Moro.

BUY NOW ON WWW.CARTAUNICA.IT

LIVING CITY. AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE

Comune di Orvieto

CONTACTS IAT – ORVIETO

PIAZZA DUOMO, 24

Turn your images into postcards
No postage stamps or mailboxes needed
A printed reminder of a real experience
You can send your postcards whenever you want from wherever you want

SCAND THE QR CODE
AND FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS

(+39) 0763.341772

INFO@LIVEORVIETO.COM / INFO.IAT@COMUNE.ORVIETO.TR.IT

LIVING CITY
Orvieto is a living city full of events in all periods of the year. Squares
and monuments serve as spectacular locations for concerts, food and wine
events and various kinds of cultural and recreational initiatives that renew
the visiting experience of the city.

ORVIETO ALWAYS ON
THE CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Orvieto Always On is the unique calendar of events. Over 40 appointments
in a year for a city that is always bright: to look, to feel, to live!
The main:

LOCATIONS
Enjoy a prose show or a concert in the nineteenth-century atmosphere of
Mancinelli Theater (seats 560) and let yourself be fascinated by the
elegance of its Foyer. Attend a convention or event at Palazzo del Popolo,
three rooms for a total capacity of 699 people (Sala dei Quattrocento, Sala
Expo and Sala Etrusca). Wander among the stalls of the traditional market
in Piazza del Popolo

AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE
Orvieto is not the stage of a journey but a life experience. Authentic.
And you are not just a tourist, you are a temporary citizen. One of us.

BEAUTY AROUND YOU

THE PLEASURE OF GOOD FOOD
The "sun in the glass" for D'Annunzio, the drink of Etruscans and Popes.
Our wine take the name of the city, Orvieto Doc, produced
from over 30 wineries in the area. Taste the Dop oil and cheeses, look for
the iconic "Lumachella" in the bakeries, a tradition that is handed down
like the Second bean of the Plan of Orvieto, a Slow Food presidium.

Art and culture accompany us at every step. The Duomo, a golden casket
of the masterpieces of Signorelli and Mochi, custodian of the Miracle
of Corpus Domini. The Papal Palaces house the treasures of the Cathedral,
the Emilio Greco Museum and the National Archaeological Museum.
The Etruscan history is breathed in the Necropolis of Crocefisso del Tufo
and lives again in the fascinating rooms of "Claudio Faina" Museum. The
church of San Giovenale and the medieval quarter tell of a glorious past,
the power of the ancient Municipality stands on top of Torre del Moro.

THE OTHER ORVIETO, ITINERARIES AMONG NATURE
Innamorati di Orvieto February
Orvieto in Fiore / La Palombella May-June
Corpus Domini / Corteo storico / Corteo delle Dame May-June
Staffetta dei Quartieri May-June
One Orvieto Notti d'estate July-August
Orvieto Sound Festival July
Spazio Musica August
Orvieto Festival /Festival della Piana del Cavaliere September
Orvieto Cinema Fest September
Cronoscalata de La Castellana October
A Natale regalati Orvieto November-January
Umbria Jazz Winter November-January
All the updated calendar on www.liveorvieto.com

The territory of Orvieto reserves surprises for those who want to experience
emotions in open air: walks through history around Ring of the rock, the
biodiversity of naturalistic heritage of Monte Peglia, Unesco reserve, fishing
at Corbara Lake, canyoning to the Prodo gorge, excursions along RomeoGermanica road.

THE STORIES OF ARTISANS

THE MAGIC OF HIDDEN CITY

In the streets of historic center echo the sounds of artisan shops that tell
the history of the city and the industriousness of the people. Ceramics,
wood, lace, gold and precious items take shape in the workshops where
art is handed down from father to son. Find them between via
Michelangeli and via dei Magoni or in the alleys of the medieval quarter.

Under the rock there is a hidden city. Here starts a journey through time,
from the Etruscans to the present day. The Well of Saint Patrick, a surprising
engineering work commissioned by Pope Clement VII and inserted
between the Unesco Water Museums, the maze of man-made caves of
Orvieto Underground, the ceramic kilns of Pozzo della Cava, the Etruscan
cisterns of Labyrinth of Hadrian and the basement of the church of Saint
Andrew, underground "identity card" of the city.

We know why people should come here, we who have chosen to live the spaces of our history

